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ENTERTAINMENT, FOOD,
FASHION AT AFRICARI 2016
ACSA to host cultural showcase
Justin Lee Campbell
News Editor

+

AfriCari 2016 is a free
admission showcase of African
and Caribbean culture on
Friday from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in Tillman Auditorium. The
African and Caribbean Student
Association (ACSA) will host
the event.
"We had a vision last
year... to have a large African
and Caribbean night cultural
showcase where we can display
different aspects of those
cultures," ACSA President Heri
Mumma said.
The event will feature
food, dancing, music, comedy,
acting and spoken word
performances. Food will be
served for a fee at 6 p.m. All
proceeds from food sales will
go to the Children of the
Caribbean Foundation. The
show will then start at 7 p.m
According
to
childrenofthecari b bean.
org, the charity partners
with
other
organizations
to address problems faced
by Caribbean children in
education, healthcare and
social development.
Host Femi Lawson, a
Nigerian YouTube personality
will
and
entertainer,
represent African culture.
ThatDudeMcfly, a Jamaican
YouTube personality and
artist, will represent Caribbean
culture.
"ACSA is an organization
for people of African and
Caribbean heritage or anyone

interested in learning about
those cultures," said Mumma.
Mumma,
a
senior
environmental
engineering
major, said that the purpose of
the club is to let African and
Caribbean students "feel like
they have a home and allow
other people to experience
what we experience."
Mumma was born in
Atlanta, bur her parents are
from Kenya, Africa.
"I go to Kenya almost
every year just to stay in touch
with my family and my mom
who moved back there about
five years ago," Mumma said.
"Kenya actually feels more like
home than the U.S."

ACSA meets every other
Thursday in Brackett 120
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. The
meetings involve socializing,
planning events and discussing
special topics. A recent topic
was Republican presidential
hopeful and businessman
Donald Trump's immigration
policies.
''A ,Jot of our parents
are immigrants, and some of
our members are immigrants
or may be on student visas,"
Mumma said.
The club also makes sure
to be laid back and have fun by
having movie and game nights.
Megan
Tamakloe,
a
freshman
in
veterinarian

science, is a member of the
ACSA executive board. "I
joined ACSA so I could
meet more people of my
background," said Tamakloe,
who is of Ghanaian descent.
"I want to share the truth and
untruths about Pan African
and Caribbean cultures."
Taryn Poole, a senior
biological sciences major, is the
treasurer of ACSA. Her role is
to assist President Mumma in
handling the finances and any
financial transactions between
ACSA and other organizations.
"I think ACSA is
important
because
when
you're at a place like Clemson

See AFRICARI on A2

Salvation Army
in Clemson
Students get
weekly discount
Jasmine Bryson
Contributor

From left to right: Rohan Willis, Chiderah Onyeulcwu. Herl Mumma (ACSE president), La' portia
Perkins,, Ashley Mbella, Temah Yarsiah, Megan Tamakloe, Isiah Hamilton and TehyaJames.

Alternative school in lim,bo
Plans for Clemson to assume control of
school for troubled teens
Tessa Schwarze
Senior StaffWriter
Clemson
University
could begin to oversee
a
public
residential
school for troubled teens,
according to the Anderson
Independent Mail.
John de la Howe, a
sixth through tenth grade
institution in McCormick
County, was founded in
1797 as a farming school
to assist poor and orphaned
children. The school now
provides 24-hour care for
students
with
behavior
problems on its 1,200 acre
campus. The state-supported
school
is
composed
of
72
students
and
roughly 70 teachers and
dorm counselors.
Currently, the school
is in jeopardy of losing
its
accreditation.
The
Department of Education
warned the school on
Feb. 1 it had 20 days to
respond
to
preliminary
finding of accreditation
denial. Dr. Daniel Webb,
president,
the
school's
said that the school is
working towards addressing
problems. He disagrees with
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The new Salvation Army on Old Greenville Hwy is open 9 a.m,
to 6 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

the Education Oversight
Committee's
claim
that
his school spends $92,100
annually.
"The issue is students
come
and
go,
often
nor staying a full year,"
said Webb.
The
Independent
Mail reported that Rep.
Kenny Bingham, R-Cayce,
chairman of the House
writing budget committee's
K-12 panel, said that one
option to save the school
is turning John de la Howe
into
a
public
charter
school
sponsored
by
Clemson University.
"Clemson
has
the
expertise and background to
go in and save the school,"
Bingham said. "I believe it's
the only way to keep the
doors open."
The rwo institutions
have partnered in the past
on agricultural projects.
"We
have
worked
with Clemson extension,"
said Webb. "They have
assisted us in obtaining
soil
samples,
providing
guidance
and
helping
with the cattle and any
general questions regarding
agriculture."
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The House Budget
Committee's
proposal
would put Clemson in
control of the school on
July 1. Clemson would then
consider a recovery process.
Webb said that the
specific derails are unclear.
"(John de la Howe)
is still not sure what the
General Assembly's intent
would be if Clemson is
given oversight," Webb said.
"Our Board of Trustees
have not been a part of
any discussions related ro
Clemson oversight."
According to Webb, no
John de la Howe officials
have
been
consulted
about plans in relation
to the proposal. Clemson
officials have not released
any
new
information,
except rhat the proposal is
under review.
The Tiger is awaiting
a response from Clemson's
Media Relations.
Webb said thar he is
uncertain of the future.
"It has to be approved by
both bodies of our General
Assembly, and of course
that has not happened yet,"
Webb said.
Rep. Sharon Erickson

0

voted against the proposal.
She said that Clemson
oversight is "kicking the can
down rhe road."
''Asking
Clemson
to study the issue is a
waste of time," Erickson
said. "These are children's
lives at stake."
This is not the first
time legislation has debated
the future of the school. A
2003 proposal suggested
closing the school and
sending students ro a
military-like public school in
Columbia. A 2014 proposal
recommended putting the
Department of Juvenile
Justice (DJJ) in charge of the
school. Both plans failed.
According to DJJ, a
final decision on rhe school
will be made before next
month's
department
of
education meeting.
Webb said that in the
meantime, the school will
continue its mission.
"We
will
continue
to serve the state's . most
vulnerable students until a
decision has been made,"
Webb said."We will continue
to provide them a safe haven,
so they can heal, grow and
make lasting changes."
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Thrift shopping can
make the college student's
world go round, and it
just got easier in Clemson
with the opening of a new
Salvation Army (SA). With a
10 percent student discount
every Thursday, Salvation
Army thrift is an affordable
way to quench the shopaholic
in you and explore a fun,
vintage style without hurting
your wallet.
Clemson
and
the
surrounding areas have been
without a Salvation Army
store for nearly a year. Las year,
the old Salvation Army store
was torn down along with
Garrett's shopping center in
order to make room for a new
housing development for
Clemson students.
Previously located off of
Anderson Highway between
Butler Street and Littlejohn
Street, the new store is on
Old Greenville Highway
across the street from the Bi
Lo Shopping Center.
SA is an all-donation
thrift shop, also referred to
as a charity shop or family
store. This means that all
sales are put back into the
community, often used to
pay for rehabilitation centers
for alcohol and drug use.
The charity shops themselves
offer a wide range of donated
products from handbags,
hats,
books,
electronics,
furniture, linens, women's
clothing, men's clothing,
children's clothing, DVDs,
Disney VHSs, CDs, shoes
and maternity wear.
Currently, all blue-tag
items are a dollar-including
dresses and jackets.
Chelsea Spivey,
the
market and special events
coordinator for Salvation
Army in Greenville, Pickens
and Oconee Counties said,
"Everything you purchase is
going straight back into the
community and going to

First Copy Free

someone in need."

Spivey
continued,
"You're just a disaster away
from needing help. It could
be anyone rhat needs help.
The Salvation Army serves
those in need without
discrimination. We're not
going to turn down anyone
who has a need."
Spivey also said that last
year, more than 850 people
were served by the Salvation
Army in Pickens County,
According to the Greenville
Online, the charity shops
are a critical part of the
Salvation Army's fundraising
efforts and said, "The Family
Stores and our fundraising at
Christmas are pretty much
the sole fundraising that the
Salvation Army does, and
they really do support the
local community."
Sarah
Rawlinson,
a Clemson student who
is seeking her Ph.D. in
bioengineering, says that she
will go to the Salvation Army
in Clemson . "I do lots of
shopping," she said. "You can
find good deals thrifting. You
can find occasional gems."
Rawlinson has also gone
to the Salvation Army in
Anderson. ''I'll give ir a try,"
she continued. "I'll donate
and buy."
Rawlinson believes that
giving to people in need
is important. ''As long as
the services are relevant, I
think it's great," she said.
Rawlinson says she will
donate items when she does
spring cleaning.
Jane, a customer in
the new SA, used to shop
at the old Salvation Army.
She said, "It's a very nice
store. I am so glad they put
one back in Clemson." Jane
was carrying a black blouse
and
browsing
women's
clothing section.
The new Salvation Army
store is open from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. on Monday through
Saturday. The store can be
reached at 864-722-5388.
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2012 Piaggio motor scooter
Fly 50. Less than 50 miles. Like
new condition. New battery
and complete tune up and
maintenance service Feb 2016.
Price $1900.00. Call 944-0178.

AFRICARifromAI

Over Spring Break, Clemson students enjoyed sunshine, palm trees and rainbows at destinations such as Daytona
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where you don't find a lot of
people who like you or share
the same views...you feel out
of place," Poole said. "ACSA is
a camaraderie."
Dr. Abel Bartley, the
director of Clemson's Pan
African
Studies
Program
and ACSA advisor, said that
the club is a good way to
understand other cultures in a
safe environment.
"Every year they put on
several programs where they
pick a topic like hair, skin color
or culrural expectations and
they discuss," he said.
Bartley
also
noted
the
importance of the club to
"You'll
African-Americans.
be amazed at how little
African-American
srudenrs
know about African srudenrs
and how little Caribbean
studenrs know about African
American students," he said.
"Sharing experiences helps
them
understand
each
other better."
Fashion is one experience
that ACSA hopes will bring
people together at AfriCari.
A fashion show will feature
items from Nigerian native
Babarunde Sanusi, CEO of
BabaAfrik Outfirs. Sanusi,

who attends Claflin University
on a full academic scholarship,
founded BabaAfrik Outfirs
in 2013.
"I founded the clothing
line because I was inspired by
the people around me," Sanusi
said. "Family, parents and
people interested in buying
African prinrs and people who
wanted to be connected to
their roors."
Sanusi began making
clothes in his freshman year
at Claflin.
"Every Friday ... I used to
wear at least one African attire
outfit," Sanusi said. When
srudents noticed, he started
selling his own clothes.
"The main reason I do this
is that most people who want
to wear African prinrs look at
them like a costume," Sanusi
said. "I wanted to incorporate
African prinrs in every kind
of way."
Mumma is excited about
the fashion show and AfriCari.
"There are a lot more
Africans and Caribbean on
this campus than we realize,"
said Mumma. "We want to
bring the Clemson community
together to see both culrures

Icebergs are made up
of more than just water
molecules. They contain
ample amounts of iron and
other important nutrients
that sustain life. Unicellular
plant
organisms
known
as phytoplankton live in
icebergs. When icebergs
melt, these phytoplankton
take in carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere. It's the
heightened
concentration
of carbon dioxide that is
hypothesized to be the
driving force behind global
warming.
of
This
process
carbon dioxide storage via
phytoplankton
is
called
carbon sequestration, which
Bigg's team studied in
numerous satellite images
of icebergs measuring more
than 18 kilometers wide
in the Antarctic Ocean.
Images
spanning
from
the years 2003 to 2013
showed that phytoplankton
activity reached hundreds

of kilometers from the
originating iceberg. The
researchers
also
found
that even after icebergs
had drifted from their
original location, the effects
of carbon
sequestration
in
that
area persisted
for more than a month.
Bigg
reported
that
phytoplankton
contribute
10 percent of the ocean's
total carbon dioxide storage
to the Antarctic Ocean,
although his data also show
that some icebergs indicated
upwards of 20 percent.
So what does this
mean for us? The rate of
global
warming
could
potentially
slow
down
if scientists were to use
carbon sequestration
to
spread phytoplankton across
all oceans.
Carbon sequestration is
just one of nature's loopholes
to save us from. ourselves as
we continue to increase our
carbon footprint every year.

at once."
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MAYMESTER/SUMMER SESSIONS 2016
Alex Villano
Contributor

ACCELERATE YOUR DEGREE PROGRAM.
FOCUS ON TOUGHER COURSES.
GRADUATE ON TIME.

MORE THAN 300 COURSES WILL BE OFFERED THIS SUMMER,
INCLUDING STUDY ABROAD AND ONLINE CLASSES,
INDEPENDENT STUDIES AND INTERNSHIPS.

Global
warming
is
nothing new.
Often cast in bad light,
we think of it as signaling
the end of the world. As
if hearing about it isn't
bad enough, we're face-to
face with it right here on
Clemson's campus.
One day we're in the
midst of an ice storm, and
four days later it's 60 degrees
Fahrenheit outside and we're
wearing shorts. However,
what if global warming isn't
occurring as rapidly as we've
been made to believe?
Dr.
Grant
Bigg
assembled a team from the
University of Sheffield to
study carbon dioxide storage
in melting icebergs, a process
that has the potential to
slow global warming. The
results were just released
in
January's
issue
of
Nature Geoscience.

843.953.4831
SUMMER@COFC.EDU

I GO.COFC.EDU/SUMMER
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Graduate perspective on library fees
A response to 'FairJs Fair)
Jason Coral
Columnist
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Open up the wallets for another
fee, grads. The university has proposed
an $85 library fee for graduate students
to raise $247,000 for library services
and journal collections. This is more
than just another fee; it's a prime
example of how the university devalues
graduate students.
It's no secret that graduate students
use a significant portion of library
services: 83 percent of interlibrary loans
and 41 percent of hardcopy circulation.
Access of journal databases is
significantly more skewed to graduates,
which makes sense-we're here to
do research. I'm a fourth-year Ph.D.
student, and for the past four years, I've
dedicated myself to both research and to
the graduate school.
Undergraduates often assert, "But
you're a student too!" I know. We
are technically students because we
take classes. We are required to take
a minimum nine hours a semester to
qualify as full-time.
But, we're so much more than
just students. We are one of the largest
teaching forces on campus. Consider
how many labs you've taken and will
take that are taught by grad students.
Then, think of all the labs that you
don't need to take, also all taught by
grad students. That doesn't even include
grading tests from lecture classes and
occasionally lecturing as well. If we
just stopped teaching, Clemson would
have to hire over 300 additional full
time faculty members to cover those
labs, at a much greater cost than what
grad students are paid. In addition to
teaching we are required to conduct
competitive research off the clock.
Let's add up a graduate student
workweek. Nine hours of classes, six
hours of teaching, three hours grading,
10 hours of research a day for six days a
week-that's 74 hours a week dedicated
to the university at minimum. That's
not including any time commitments to
clubs, athletics or groups like Graduate
Student Government. Even though we
work far beyond 40 hours per week,
we love our research. That's why we
agree to teach for dirt pay. Every night,
there are Clemson graduate students
in the lab pushing the boundaries of
their field.
Instead of burdening students
with the bill, Clemson might consider
funding its own academic resources.
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Clemson University graduate students use forty-one percent of hard copy circulation.

One of the hardest aspects of being
a graduate student is living off our
stipends. The national average for
teaching assistant stipends is $20,922
per year. Clemson pays TAs on average
$17,156 per year, woefully less than
our peer institutions. Those stipends
are reduced every semester by ever
increasing administrative fees, which
bring our salaries closer to $13,500.
Graduate school is our job.
Many graduate students are married
and have kids. Stipends are how they
buy groceries, pay rent and even fund
their research. Many are also paying

infrastructure leading to issues like an
underfunded library. Fact: Clemson
has not increased library collection
funding for five years while inflation
and demands for increased research
collections have caused the libraries to
reduce collections. This is unacceptable.
Where was the foresight? Clemson
has the money to contribute to fund
the library; more than a billion dollars
were used for brand new buildings that
will mostly serve the undergraduate
experience. So, why not throw some
of that "upwards and onwards" money
towards a crippled library system?

"If /grad studentsJjust stopped teaching,
Clemson would have to hire over 300
additionalfull-time faculty members... "
undergraduate student loans, stretching
small budgets even further. Without
fees, one could argue graduate students
make about $4.50 an hour. With the
current academic fees, that drops to
$3.50 an hour-and that's not including
taxes. The summer is especially difficult
because many graduate students don't
get paid for over three months. Even
though we are still working every day,
it's easier for the university cash flow
if we get paid nine months a year. So,
hopefully grad students are OK at
saving money during the school year,
because many of us have no income for
three months.
Clemson has grown too fast,
with little regard for current academic

The$247,000theGraduateLibrary
Fee will raise is a spit in the bucket.
Certainly they plan to address some
of the stipend and healthcare issues
in the ClemsonForward, right? This
plan needs to include more support
to our libraries' services to help ALL
students achieve even greater success.
Clemson takes 50 percent of all grants
obtained from graduate research, and
zero percent of that university-allocated
research grant funding goes to library
services. Where is that money going?
Graduate students dedicate their
lives to the university. Our recent
upgrade to Research 1 status could
not have been possible without our
dedication to research. Clemson isn't

SPORTS

"rewarding top students" by adding
a new fee. Clemson is burdening
the people that are trying to make it
a nationally competitive and better
institution. Prospective graduates will
not be drawn to a university that has
an underfunded, outdated library they
have to subsidize.
Clemson will not attract top
students in this way, and it's a poor
way to build competitive academic
programs. This fee isn't a long-term
fix. It's a cop-out and a Band-Aid. It's
a cheap excuse to squeeze a few more
dollars out of the very people that have
elevated Clemson research to where it is
today. For that, we feel slighted. From
our perspective, we sometimes qualify
as employees, but other times we are
considered students, seemingly to the
benefit of the university.
This isn't a student fee issue, but
an institution issue. We need more
administration support for the graduate
school. Grads, we are not going to get
these things if we don't talk about it. We
need to tell the people that matter that
we need a change. Write a letter, send an
email, go to administrators' offices and
stop them on the sere~
If Clemson truly wants us to
contribute to "the future of the
state, the nation and the world,"
they can start by not handcuffing
us with these fees, and put forth a
concerted effort to making drastic
improvements to the graduate student
experience. If Clemson disagrees, then
we might consider putting an asterisk
next to Clemson's "commitment
to research."
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Controversy over the
captivity and breeding of
orcas has plagued SeaWorld

in recent years, particularly
following release of the 2013
documentary
"Blackflsh"
which chronicled the story of
the orca Tillikum, who had
taken the lives ofseveral people

while captive. Animal rights
groups and environmental
activists across the country
protested the captivity and
breeding of orcas, new
legislation was sponsored ro

Sea World was criticiud for its practices in the documentary "Blackfish."

protect them and SeaWorld's
attendance and profits began
to lag.
But this may change
now: following regulatory
scrutiny and mass demands,
SeaWorld
has
officially
announced the end of its
orca-breeding program. The
remaining whales will stay in
captivity until their natural
deaths. As SeaWorld no longer
collects orcas from the wild,
this means that these whales
will be the last generation of
orcas to be kept in captivity by
the company.
Personally, I applaud
SeaWorld
for
deciding
to
change their policies,
whether or not their primary
motivation was the welfare of
the animals in question. This
is an important example of
positive change that common
people can create in the
world, as most of the pressure

towards SeaWorld came from
normal people protesting the
company's actions and not
attending the parks.
For some, this isn't
enough. People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals (PETA)
have commented that while
this is a step in the right
direction, it can't be the last
step. Many would prefer the
orcas be removed from the
parks entirely and placed in
ocean sanctuaries, and frankly
I agree. SeaWorld has kept
these animals in captivity and
profited off of them for years,
and should take steps to ensure
that the remainder of their
lives are lived as painlessly
and comfortably as possible.
To that end, they should be
placed in ocean sanctuaries, or
at the least be afforded more
room in their enclosures while
the remaining whales live
in captivity.
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Seth Beer and pitching staff lead Tigers to conference series win
Austin Hays
Columnist
After a five-game road trip
over Spring Break, the Tiger
baseball team eagerly returned
home to Clemson this weekend.
A series win over Wake Forest
and a pair of victories over the
Citadel had Clemson riding
a four-game winning streak,
but it took a few shreds of
luck to pull off. In Winston
Salem, the Clemson pitching
staff was tapped for 17 runs on
the weekend by the Demon
Deacons' bats, forcing the Tiger
offense to carry the team and
rally to win games two and three
ofthe series.
While Clemson picked
up an easy win in their first
game against the Bulldogs of
the Citadel, game two required
more come-from-behind magic.
This was followed by an escape
act in the bottom of the ninth by
closer Alex Bostic, who stranded
the tying run at third base to end
the game. As Mike Gambino's
Boston College squad came to
town, still riding a hot start to
the season, Monte Lee knew
it was time to make some
adjustments to his team.
The
first
of these
adjustments came in game
one on Friday, as the starting
pitching nod went to senior

Clate Schmidt, who had begun
the season as the Saturday starter.
A pair ofRBI singles by Andrew
Cox and Adam Renwick in the
second inning staked Schmidt
to a lead, but BC would tie it in
the third with two solo homers
and create another threat with
a double to right. The Eagles
appeared to have Schmidt
knocked down, but he got up
again. The senior righty would
allow no further runs over seven
innings of work while striking
out a career-high eleven batters.
A pair of two run clingers
off the bats of Seth Beer and
Weston Wilson gave him the
run support he needed, sending
the Tigers to a 6-2 victory in
game one.
"Clate Schmidt showed a
lot of guts. Ifyou look at the one
inning, he gave up two home
runs and a double and afrer that,
he got better," Coach Lee told
the media.
"It just shows you
what type of makeup he has,
toughness he has. We needed a
guy who could go out there and
give us a quality start and he did
that and then some."
Saturday was Charlie
Barnes' tutn to put in an
impressive performance on
the mound. The sophomore
lefry was shaken up in his last
two appearances and was in

great need of a rebound game.
The Eagles got to him quick
in the second inning for a 1-0
lead, but the Tigers more than
compensated in the bottom half
of the frame.
With the bases loaded and
two away, Chase Pinder hit a
grounder that the shortstop
couldn't handle, scoring two
runs. Reed Rohlman followed
with a fly ball to right center that
was dropped, sending two more
runners home and giving the
Tigers a 4-1 lead.
That was all that Barnes
needed. He would allow only
four hits and no walks over 7.1
innings of work, earning his
first win in two weeks. Brooks
Crawford pitched the rest of the
game to earn his first career save.
Insurance runs in the fourth
and eighth inning brought the
final score to 6-1 in favor of the
Tigers, clinching the series win.
The work Barnes put on
the mound gave him a shot of
confidence he needed. After
the game, he told reporters,
"I just felt like everything was
working and my defense was
doing a great job for me back
behind me."
The only bad news for
Clemson that came from
Saturday's game regarded first
baseman Andrew Cox; he was
hit in the foot by a pitch in

the eighth inning, and will be
out for four to six weeks while
recovering from the fracture.
Sunday was Alex Eubanks'
turn to get tested on the mound.
The Eagles struck first once
again, plating the first run of
the game on an RBI double by
Donovan Casey, following it
up with an RBI single by Jake
Palomaki in the second inning.
Staked to an early lead, BC
starting pitcher Jacob Stevens
- who had yet to allow an
earned run on the season-kept
the Tigers in check for the first
six innings of the game. After
allowing the first two runs of
the game, Eubanks would settle
in and keep the Boston bats
from causing further damage,
allowing no walks and striking
out a career high ten. He would
depart the game in the top of
seventh, and the Tiger bats
would begin chipping away
once again in the bottom of
the frame.
With one away, Eli White
socked a high fly ball into the
stands in left, cutting the lead
in half and forcing the Eagles to
go to the bullpen. Reliever Justin
Dunn quieted the Clemson
lineup for the next 1.2 innings,
setting up for a dramatic
conclusion to the game.
With one out in the
bottom of the ninth, Robert

Jolly singled up the middle and
was replaced on first by a pinch
runner, KJ. Bryant. Eli White
followed the at bat with a single
of his own, putting runners at
the corners for Chris Williams,
who started the game in place
of Andrew Cox. Williams who lost his starting job afrer a
terrible hitting slump to begin
the season - went on to hit a
grounder on the right side of the
infield that BC second baseman
Palomaki
couldn't
corral,
knotting the game at two runs
apiece and sending the home
crowd into a frenzy.
After the next batter for
Clemson popped up to short for
out number two, Chase Pinder
singled to right in what looked
to be the game winning hit, but
the Eagles' right fielder Casey
came up firing and caught Eli
White out at home for the final
out, meaning the drama would
continue into extra innings.
Alex Bostic took the bump
for the Tigers to begin the tenth
inning. After he struck out the
first two batters, the Eagles
caused some trouble once again.
An infield single and a fielding
error at third, along with a
passed ball by Chris Okey put
runners at second and third
for the Eagles. Bostic, however,
would shut it down, forcing a
groundout too short to retire

the side. In the bottom half of
the inning, BC reliever John
Nicklas settled into an early
groove, retiring Reed Rohlman
and Chris Okay via a groundout
and a strikeout, respectively. Bur
when Seth Beer, riding a 17game hitting streak, stepped up
to the plate, it proved to be for
naught, as Beer hit a no-doubter
into the Cajun Cafe in right
field, giving the Tigers a 3-2
walk off win and series sweep.
"I was just trying to look
for something I could handle
and just get on base," Beer said
regarding his big swing to end
the game. "We got a great team
and anybody can be a hero at
any given point."
With the win, the Tigers
are now 16-3 on the year with
a 5-1 mark in conference play,
giving them a first place tie
in the ACC Atlantic Division
with Florida State. Considering
Clemson didn't record their
sixteenth win until April 4 last
year, the strides this team has
made under Monte Lee are
more impressive day afrer day.
The Tigers play one more
home game against Presbyterian
College on Tuesday before
taking their talents to South
Beach in a series against the
Miami Hurricanes - which
looks to be the biggest challenge
yet for this Clemson squad.

Jaron Blossomgame
deliberates NBA career
Cole Little
Columnist
After a masterful 2015-16
season, Clemson forward Jaron
Blossomgame is considering
taking his game to the next
level. The redshirt junior is
entering his name into the
2016 NBA Drafr, but he will
consider a possible rescission
and return to the Tigers before
the May 25 deadline. Despite
a low-performing season for
the Tigers, Blossomgame was
clearly the stand-out player,
with consistent high stats and
leadership skills.
Upon announcing his
drafr declaration, Blossomgame
told the media, "If the feedback
[from the NBA] is not positive,
then I will return to school
for my senior season." Of
course, there is a chance that
Blossomgame will find that his
drafr stock is too low for his
liking when receiving reports
from NBA scours., Based on
his performance this season,
however, Blossomgame appears
ready to play professionally.

On top of being named
to the All-ACC First Team at
the end of the regular season,
Blossomgame was also named
the Most Improved Player of the
conference, and has come a long
way throughout his Clemson
career to arrive at this point.
Suffering a severe leg injury prior
to the beginning ofhis freshman
season, Blossomgame was forced
to redshirt and endure a grueling
recovery process before taking to
the coutt again.
Now, a mere three years
later, Blossomgame is coming
offof one ofthe most impressive
seasons that a Tiger has ever
produced. He's accredited with
practically
single-handedly
winning the bulk of Clemson's
(albeit few) victories in the latter
half ofconference play. Speaking
on Blossomgame's decision to
test the NBA waters, Clemson
Head Coach Brad Brownell
said, "He had a terrific season for
us, and we're proud of how hard
he has worked to put himself in
this position."
Brownell assuredly hopes
that Blossomgame decides to

return for his senior season, as the
Tigers should be able to compete
for the ACC title in 2016-17 if
he is on the roster. Blossomgame
was the undisputed catalyst for
this year's Tigers, sparking a
remarkable January turnaround
afrer a woeful December. His
scoring continuously improved
throughout the season, and
his playmaking ability became
impeccable, all in spite of
continued losses.
Blossomgame has steadily
improved every season since
injuring his leg and seems like
a surefire future NBA success
story. It is unfortunate that the
young man has never gotten
the chance to play in the
NCAA Tournament as a Tiger.
Considering Clemson will
have a good chance of reaching
the Big Dance next season,
he could return to school for
just that reason. Regardless
of his decision, Blossomgame
has been an outstanding Tiger
in every way, and, because of
that, his contributions to the
Clemson program should never
be forgotten.

Junior forward Jaron Blossomgame (5) is considering joining the NBA this season.
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TGERS FACE
M□ WEEK CHALLENGE
Allison Danid
Sports Editor
Following their second
consecutive ACC series win,
the Clemson Tigers will take
a break from conference
play. Instead, they'll prepare
for a midweek game against
Presbyterian College, Tuesday
evening at 6:30 p.m. at Doug
Kingsmore Stadium.
The Tigers are coming off
a series sweep against Boston
College and have been playing
very well lately. A lot offight was
shown off in their comeback win
against the Eagles on Sunday in
extra innings. The Tiger offense
has been producirig effective
hits all season, but recently the
bottom part of the lineup has
been much more productive.
That part of the lineup
includes first baseman Andrew
Cox, who is batting .324 on
the season. Already impressive,
his average has gone up
dramatically over the last five
games, and he hit his first career
homerun against the Citadel
last week. Unfortunately Cox
fractured his foot against
Boston College on Saturday
a&er being hit by a pitch. He is
expected to be out for four to
six weeks.
Luckily, there is plenty of
offensive power in the Clemson
lineup so losing Cox won't be
an insurmountable blow. Cox's
replacement, Chris Williams,
did a nice job of stepping up
in Sunday's win against Boston
College. Williams went 2-3
with one RBI. Shortstop Eli
White also had a nice game
a&er struggling a bit at the plate
recently. He hit his first homerun
of the season to aid Clemson's
comeback victory.
Junior second baseman
Weston Wilson has also proved
himself a force to be reckoned
with over the last several games.
He is batting .370 on the season,
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which is second on the team
behind Seth Beer, and he has
16 RBIs so far. Wilson's hot
streak couldn't have come at a
better time with conference play
just getting under way, and the
Tigers will be facing some big
arms down the stretch. Head
Coach Monte Lee emphasized
the importance on having
productivity throughout the
lineup by saying, "Somebody is
going to have to step up and hit
behind [Beer] and drive in some
of those runs. Weston [Wilson]
has done an unbelievable job of
that for us."
Of course, freshman Seth
Beer has already proven himself
to be a valuable addition to this
Tiger team. He is the team leader
in batting average (.453), RBIs
(24), hits (29) and homeruns
(nine). Beer is also riding a 17game hit streak and has had at
least two hits in the last seven.
Pitchers are taking notice of the
young talent and he is quickly
becoming one of the toughest
batters to get out, with only four
strikeouts so far on the season.
Speaking on Beer's offensive
prowess, Coach Lee said, "You
can start to see that people
are going to be very careful
with Seth Beer. If you throw
the ball across the plate, he is
extremely dangerous."
A question mark coming
into the season was how the
Tiger's bullpen would hold up.
So far, with the exception of
a couple of bad starts against
Wake Forest, they have answered
the challenge and have kept the
Tigers in some close games.
Jake Higginbotham will
be the likely starter against
Presbyterian, and his last outing
against the Citadel was excellent.
Across five innings pitched, he
gave up only two hits and no
runs. He also had eight strikeouts
against four walks. On the
season, Higginbotham has a 3.57
ERA with a 2-0 record. If he can

pitch a game like he did against
the Bulldogs last week, the Tigers
will definitely have a chance to
stay in the game.
However, Higginbotham
will be facing some tough
and experienced batters in the
Presbyterian lineup. Returning
left fielder Tyler Weyenberg
led the Blue Hose in batting
average, runs and hits last season.
Through his first 18 games,
Weyenberg is batting .392 with
15 RBIs. He also has eight stolen
bases on the season so the Tigers
will have to be clean with fielding
to try and keep Weyenberg
in check.
Senior first baseman Peter
Johnson is also an offensive threat
with a .396 batting average and a
team-high .500 base percentage.
The real story of Presbyterian's
offense is Weston Jackson
though, who is batting .443 and
has a whopping .786 slugging
percentage. Against the Citadel
on Saturday Jackson went 5-5
with two doubles, a homerun
and four RBIs to propel the Blue
Hose over the Citadel 7-6.
Probable starting pitcher
David Sauer struggled in his
last outing against Wofford
on March 16, allowing five
runs on five hits in six innings
pitched. He did have four
strikeouts against no walks but
combined with some offensive
struggles, Presbyterian wasn't
able to overcome the deficit.
On the season, Sauer has a 6.88
ERA with a 2-1 record. He has
allowed three homeruns and has
thirteen strikeouts and six walks.
Opponents are batting .242
against Sauer.
Afrer taking on Presbyterian
College at Doug Kingsmore
on Tuesday, the Tigers go on a
five-game road trip to take on
Miami in a three-game series
before playing Furman in
Greenville and then heading to
take on Western Carolina before
returning home.
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MARCH 21 - APPLICATION DEADLINE
MARCH 21 - INFORMATIONAL MEETING
IN JERVEY GYMNASIUM AT 5:30
MARCH 23-25 - INTERVIEWS AND
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Although we might not like to look back on it, we've all been single at some point in time. For some, it might be due to social
awkwardness and misunderstanding social cues, andfor others, thefact that they just can'tfind that Mr/Mrs Right. Living in today's
relationship driven society certain/y doesn't help things either, with certain television shows and movies completlyfocusing on how great
it is to miraculous/y find that special someone in life. However, that doesn't mean thatyou shouldpanic! Here are two perspectives
.from two ef our writers current/y living the-single life, learning.from their past mistakes, being confident and always keeping their
heads up when things are looking pretry dire.

Myra Hutto
Asst. TimeOut Editor
Fishing is a wonderful time
to think.
I sat with a rod and reel attempting
to catch a keeper, and thought about how
I haven't been able to catch anything
worth keeping in some time. I had been
sitting here for what seemed like hours
without a bite.
Not only have I not been able to
catch a fish, but I haven't been able to
catch a man either. Ever since I was
a little girl, Momma always told me
that there are plenty of fish in the sea.
Of course, I always believed her, but as
I grow older, I feel like I am fishing in
the shallow end of the pond-a very
shallow end.
But, with fishing you have to stay
patient, so that is what I'm trying to do.
It's not an easy task-fishing or
dating. It may seem simple to throw in
the fishing pole, and in a few minutes
have a fish tugging at the line, but it's
not. Do not fall for this myth that the
hunting channel seems to portray. In
actuality, you have to sit there patiently
and try different spots around the pond.
You can't sit in one spot and wait for the
fish of your dreams to magically come
to you.
Finding a man is similar. You can't go
to the same places and stay in your routine,

Mark Hinds
Asst. Outlook Editor
In my brief20-year life on Earth, I have led
many unsuccessful campaigns in the realms
of women and relationships. I have made
my fair share of mistakes and had my own
hiccups along the way.
I don't pretend to understand a woman's
mind, just like I don't pretend to understand
chemistry; it just doesn't work out.
They're many things that I wish I could go
back and do differently. Let me tell you this:
Every guy feels that way. No guy is ever as
smooth as he makes out to be. Even those
that seem like the cat's pajamas when it
comes to women and seem to have the ability
to swoop in arid snatch any female they
desire, much like going to the Orangeburg
Walmart and picking out the best-looking
lobster from the tank.
It is not that easy, as we all know. Even these
guys have all been rejected at least once, I
assure you.
When God was distributing all the
talents to the babies that were to be born
on September 6, 1995, he must have
forgotten to put the "smooth talking the
ladies" token into the "Mark Hinds" bag of
natural-born talents.
Instead He blessed me with an uncanny

hoping the man ofyour dreams
is going to somehow know to
go to your quiet spot in the
library or walk a certain way to
Daniel to accidentally bump
into you.
That's not how meeting
someone works.
You have to put yourself
out there.
Not every fish you catch "Fishing for a good partner can be difficult.
When you catch a fish you aren't too
is going to be one you're proud
happy
about, you throw the little fellow
of. Sometimes you may catch a little brim
that won't even fill up the palm of your back into the pond and hope they stop
hand, or you'll catch a b~ot and wonder trying to take your bait.
why in the world it was even there. It is News flash: just because the bait is there
doesn't mean it is for you. The bait is for
the same way with men.
There will be the off-the-wall men that the trophy fish you want to take home
make you wonder how they were fit to and never let go of.-not the bottom
survive in the process of evolution, and feeder who just wants the worm at the
then there will be the guys that aren't end of your hook and then will bolt
worth your time. Throw them back, without a second thought. So be aware
because you deserve more.. You need a of those guys who will get what they
want and then leave. Not all guys are like
trophy fish.
As many fishermen will tell you, they that, but the good guys are very rare and
don't look for or want to keep the baby hard to find. Of course they ·are hard to
fish. With fishing, you want the fish you catch since everyone wants one and there
can take a picture with and hang it up on are few out there, but stay patient and
your mantel to show all of your buddies .. these blue marlins will certainly come
With women, we want the man who will your way. These guys are a breed of their
not only look good in our Instagram own, but once you find one, and if you're
pictures, but one that we can take home persistent, soon they will take the bait and
and be proud that we were able to catch ask you out.
Lastly, always remember, don't settle
him. He's your man, and everyone knows
for anyone less than you deserve. I know
it. So don't settle for the OK fish.

it's easy to simply look over all of their
obvious flaws because you want someone
to hold you at night, but there are plenty
of fish that will come and show interest in
you. All kinds of fish are in the sea. You're
not going to have to be content with
the first fish that bites on your line. The
waters can be rocky and sometimes it's
hard to stay on the boat. Sometimes we
want to turn the boat around and say it
was an alright day since we at least caught
something, but this shouldn't be the case.
If I would have turned the boat
around and gave up on catching my
dream fish then I wouldn't have gotten
to take home the blue marlin. He's
not only pretty enough to go on my
refrigerator or even Instagram, but
he is intelligent, kind and can make
some amazing coffee. I think I have
found a guy who seems like a keeper,
and on the plus side he likes to fish. A
couple that fishes together stays together,
after all.

ability to , tell inappropriate
jokes at inappropriate times;
how nice.
No, I did not receive a
gift. I mumble when I talk to
pretty girls. It kind of works
out, though, because if you say
something dumb, as I often do,
they usually don't quite catch it.
Being single in a relationship-oriented world is a struggle.
A blessing in disguise? Possibly.
talk to. Do not ever think that. We are all just your STAT class, the Alpha Delta Pi you see
I firmly believe there are
others on campus in the same predicament carbon based life forms at the end of the day. in Cooper or whatever girl it is that you want
There are those girls that seem to talk to. They're right there, so go and take
as I am. I write to encourage those who are
affiicted by that same virus. I want to remind unapproachable, kind of like a wolf with it. What have you got to lose?
My main point is this, some
you all of one thing: Everybody is weird in one paw caught in a bear trap, and you have
guys
have a mind set that "that
nothing
but
a
toothpick
to
kill
it
with.
some way, shape or form.
Those are the girls that guys like me girl over there is out of my league,
I often _avoid talking to some girls
would
not dare think of uttering a word to. I'm not going to even try." To hell with
because of _my weird, goofy, yet deadpan
sense of humor that they probably will not We do not usually get those kinds ofgirls; we your "league."
Never sell yourself short; the power of
understand. I can't tell you how many times leave it to the baseball players with their cool
haircuts
or
guys
with
their
lifted
Chevy's
to
suggestion
is much too strong these days.
I have slipped a joke-into a conversation and
Don't be afraid to talk to a girl because she
she had no idea what I meant. That blank take. Vultures.
We need to rid ourselves of this mind might think that you have a weird personality,
stare is the worst. Men everywhere can relate
set.
I
mean come on, people. This is 2016. or some tragic social flaw. That is too much
to what I mean.
Back to my point: everyone is weird in Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton and Bernie thinking. Unless you say something totally
some type of way. Some people set 15 alarms Sanders are running for president-a real of the wall, I can almost guarantee whatever
in the morning, some people can only set the estate tycoon, a criminal and a socialist. you say will be more beneficial than saying
stereo volume in their car on even numbers, Damn it, you're telling me you don't have a nothing at all.
So get out there, friend.
some people don't want their food touching, chance at that girl? If you see a girl you want
Put this paper down, don't read anyone
some people go to USC and some people to go for, hell or high water, go for it. This is
won't walk under ladders. It doesn't matter. America, the land of opportunity, and there else's articles--return to it later-and go give
The point is, NO ONE is too cool for you to is your opportunity right there: that ZTA in it a shot.
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Mary Elizabeth Wmstead stars in "10 Cloverfield Lane."

'10 Clover:field Lane'
offers tense ride
James Kidd

•S r,sP. ,urTER

happening, so why spoil it for yourself? That
being said, don't go into the movie expecting a
sequel to the original "Cloverfield" movie, as this
one, while sharing some of the same themes, is
connected to the previous film by name only.
The direction of the film is absolutely
fantastic, completely giving the viewer the
claustrophobic feeling ofliving in the bunker, so
much so that anyone who had watched the movie
could be intimately familiar with the location if
they visited the set.
This cramped feeling also translates very
well to the various encounters between the
characters, with their paranoia and distrust ofthe
other residents keeping me on the edge of my
seat for almost the entire runtime. Much praise
should also be given to the actors, with Winstead
perfectly ponraying the quieter but smaner-than
she-looks Michelle, and Gallagher providing
some much needed comedic retie£ However,
Jon Goodman easily steals the show here,
simultaneously being benevolent but extremely
disturbing at the same time. While not quite
Oscar-wonhy, this is definitely one ofGoodman's
top three roles out ofhis entire career.
While the rest of the movie is fantastic, the
ending itself isn't, and will no doubt prove to be
a tad bit controversial to those leaving the movie
theater afterwards. While I will abide by my no
spoiler talk, I will say that the last fifreen minutes
came completely out oflefr field and didn't make
much sense tonally in context with the rest of
the movie.
Sour ending aside, "10 Cloverfield Lane"
is a fantastic and tense time at the theaters,
with amazing direction as well as acting. With
"Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice" corning
up soon, make sure not to forget this smaller gem
that will no doubt keep you thinking long after
you leave the theater.

TimeOut Editor

In today's technology-filled world, very
little in the entertainment industry has stayed
secret. Casting decisions, budgets and even entire
plots of movies and television shows have been
discovered mere hours or days . before being
screened. Heck, someone even got sued by
Disney for flying a drone over the set of "Star
Wars: The Force Awakens" to take picmres of the
Millennium Falcon.
With the Internet's spoiler and theory
making lifestyle, it makes the surprise reveal of
"10 Cloverfield Lane" all the more amazing. With
a mysterious trailer dropped in front of Michael
Bay's "13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers ofBenghazi"
and a release date no more than two months
away; many expected the worst from the latest in
J.J. Abram's new franchise. However, much like
its surprise reveal "10 Cloverfield Lane" managed
to surpass almost all expectations, delivering a
fantastic edge-of-your-seat thriller.
The plot picks up with Michelle (Mary
Elizabeth Wmstead) packing up and leaving her
house after an argument with her fiance, but
being caught in a brutal car wreck along the way
which leaves her unconscious. Waking up mere
hours later chained to a wall in a windowless
fallout shelter, she meets the other residents
- conspiracy nut Howard Oohn Goodman),
and good-natured redneck Emmett Oohn
Gallagher, Jr.) - and discovers a harsh truth:
the world outside is no longer hospitable to any
biological life.
To tell any more of the plot would be a
major disservice to anyone who hasn't seen it,
as the film works best with as little knowledge
of the story as possible. None of the characters
in "10 Cloverfield Lane" have any idea what's

• S fJSP. 0-RAfEP PARMESAN
• SALT ro TASTE
• PEPPER
• PINCH OF CRUSHEP REP PEPPER (ovr10NAL)

INSTRUCTIONS
1) Jrit1g a pot of water to aboil. Joil the
pasta ut1til al det1te(7-1 0 t1tit1utesJ
2) Add the frozet1 broccoli florets to the
boilit1g pasta water. rurt1 off the heat at1d let
it sit for 1-2 t1tit1utes.
S) Urait1 pasta at1d broccoli it1 a colat1der.
4) rrat1sfer the pasta at1d broccoli to a bowl
at1d add butter. ross ut1til the butter 111elts
at1d covers everythit1g.
5) Add the Par111esat1, pepper at1d red pepper
flakes. ross to coat agait1. raste at1d adJust
flavorit1g as t1eeeded.
Dave Gray / Flickr
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Down
1 - Island offVenezuela;
2 -Absolute;
3-Propeny;
4 - Blond shade;
5 - Milk and egg drink;
6 - Drops from the sky;
7 - _ want for Christmas...;
8 - Anillery burst;
9 - Concentrated extracts;
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10 - Sweet <lessen;
11 - Res _ loquitur;
12 - Suggestive look;
13 - Hardy boy;
21-Primo;
22 - Went through, as the
paper;
24 -Afterbath powder;
27 - Camp sight;
28 - Signs;
30 - Greeting;
31 - Auto loan figs.;
32 - Broccoli_ (leafy
vegetable);
33 - Grow weary;
34 - _ old cowhand...;
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36 - Boyfriend;
39 - Foundation;
40-Film_;
42 - Shivering fit;
43 - Hill toy;
45 - Series ofprayers;
47 - Noiwegian arctic
explorer;
49 - Pulsate;
51 - Puccini opera;
52 - Red fluorescent dye;
53 -Ancient Semitic for
"Lord";
54 - Edison's middle name;
55 - Trmetable, for shon;
56-Clods;
57 - Peter Fonda title role;
61 - Year in Edward the
Confessor's reign;
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CANCER

You are braver than you believe, and
smarter than you think.

~

1
...

►

You may not be the brightest and the
best crayon in the box, but broken
crayons still color. Don't let anyone
tell you that you aren't good enough.

►

Hope is an anchor for the soul: firm
and secure. Always believe in your
self, and with a little faith and a lot
of hope, you will go far.

July 23 - Aug. 23

\..

VIRGO

I~

Be like a pineapple. Stand tall, wear
a crown, and be sweet on the inside.

►

June 22 - July 22

LEO

The things that hold you down
are going to lift you up, so be
courageous and don't care what
other people say.

You can't start the next chapter of
your life if you keep re-reading the
last one. Let it all go because the rest
is still unwritten.

~

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

► You're doing just fine, so ·keep your
head up.

~UBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

w w SCORPIO
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Have courage and most imponantly,

► always be humble and kind.

Oct. 24- Nov. 21

~· SACITl'ARIUS
Nov. 22- Dec. 21

~l--- CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

1

►

May21-June21

f ..

accounts;
64- Sites;
65 - Gentlewoman;
66 - Clampett player;
67 - _ uproar;

►

April 21 - May 20

•"..>
.

4

►

Enjoy the little things in life because
one day you'll look back and realize
those ordinary things were actually
extraordinary.

The past can hurt bur you have two

► options: you can either run from it
or learn from it.

7

5
5

1

►

March 21 -April 20

7

9

Be who you are because there is only
one you. Those who don't like it
will leave, and those who love you
will stay.

1'

8

7

►
': Feb. 20 - March 20

""

l

3

Be proud of yourself because you
have accomplished more than you
know.

~ " PISCES
i'l

ttr
&

►

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

20

'n.11

7

AQUARIUS

•

1
1

HOROSCOPES: Love Yourself Edition

••

1 - Distinctive quality;
5 - Clear the board;
10- Uris's " _ 18";
14 - Numbered rds.;
15 - Festive occasions;
16 - Ready for business;
17 - Bryce Canyon site;
18 - Breathing organs of fish;
19 - Not mint;
20-_canto;
21 - Yearly celebration;
23 - "Am not!" rejoinder;
25 - Singles;
26 - Serenaded;
29 - Roman general;
33 - Championship;
35 - Surround snugly;
37 - Therapists' org.;
38 - Colorful computer;
39 - Leg joints;
40 - Workers' rights org.;
41 - Desener;
42 - MetLife competitor;
43-Lush;
44- Vigor;
46 - Lighted by the sun;
48 - Evict;
50-Addfuz;
53 - Black, tan, and white
critter;
,58-Aswell;
59 - _Seltzer;
60 - Verbal exams;
61 - Fail to hit;
62-Affirm;
63 - Like some checking

-.1

l

Recipe courtesy of budgetbites.com
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Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto/ Asst. Timeout Editor
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Chocolate bunnies, Peeps, egg hunts, that reluctant trip to church ...

Is that what Easter is really all about?
Don't miss out on the real story behind Easter.
Jesus died for our sins and rose from the dead. Why?
So we could be forgiven and reconciled to God on a personal level.
He offers us a new Iife-One with substance.
Faculty Commons, a group of Christian faculty at Clemson, and the Fellowship of Christian Staff, invite
you to experience the real Easter, the resurrection of Jesus Christ!! We invite you to talk to us about how ·
Jesus Christ and the meaning of Easter hav~ changed our lives.
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Eddie Smith
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School of Education
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Glenn Dept. of Civil Engineering

Greg Batt

Debra Franks

Annette Parker

Tequila Stokes

Department of Food, Nutrition,
and Packaging Science

School of Education
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Debra Galinsky
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Heather Batt

Department of Psychology

Dept. of Mathematical Sciences

Department of Food, Nutrition,
and Packaging Science
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Dept of Chemical &
Biomolecular Engineering

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
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Teri Townsend

Jackie Gillespie

Kirby Player

Department of Bioengineering

School of Nursing

College of Agriculture,
Forestry & Life Sciences

Office of Human Resources

Carl Baum
Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering

Brennan Beck
English Department

David Bodde
Automotive Engineering

Alton Brant
Department of Languages

Sean Brittain
Department of Physics
and Astronomy

Kelly Burgess
Office of Human Resources

Regina Carroll
College of Health, Education &

{ ':•

Marianne Glaser
Dept. of Communications Studies

Amy Pope

Kathleen Grant

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy

School of Education

Charles Privette, Ill

Rod Harrell
Dept. of Electrical & Computer

Dept. of Agricultural and
Environmental Sciences

Engineering

Andrew Pyle

Doug Henry
CC/T Administration Support

Ami Hood
Payroll Department

Kevin James
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences

Human Development

Melissa Kelley

John Chastain

PSA & Economic Development

Bob Latour

Agricultural Mechanization
and Business

Department of Bioengineering

Sandra Cizmar

Beverly Leeper

Dept. of Teaching & Learning

Controller's Office

Shannon Coker

John Leininger

Records & Registration

Dept. of Graphic Communications

Kay Cooksey

Rick Lucas

Department of Food, Nutrition,
and Packaging Science

Parks, Recreation & Tourism Mgmt.

Cindy Cope

Environmental Engineering
and Earth Sciences

Records & Registration

Carol Lund

Kathleen Costello

Kristen Massa

Graduate School

School of Nursing

Tommy Cousins

Rita McConnell

Glenn Dept. of Civil Engineering

Department of Biological Sciences

Ashely Cowden-Fisk

Amanda Menefee

English Department

Dept. of Graphic Communications

Rob Curry

Peter Messier

Industrial Engineering

Glenn Dept. of Civil Engineering

Dept. of Communications Studies

Phil Randall
English Department

Mark Roberts
Dept of Chemical &
Biomolecular Engineering

Mark Thies

Pablo Unda
Jackie Van Strien
Dept. of Biological Sciences

Erica Walters
School of Education
ClemsonLIFE

Capt. Joe Watkins USN-Ret.
General Engineering

Danny Weathers
Marketing Department

Sheri Webster
School of Nursing

Sarah White

Jim Roberts
Dept. of Communications Studies

Joel Ryan
Teacher Education

Amy Sawyer
Department of Languages

Laura Schick
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences

Windsor Westbrook Sherrill
Health Research

Debbie Smith
School of Education

Dept. of Agricultural &
Environmental Sciences

Ted Whitwell
College ofAgriculture, Forestry,
and Life Science

Joel Williams
Public Health Sciences

David Woodard
Political Science Department

Timothy Young
Graduate School

Look for our stories at www.meettheprof.com
Research the true meaning of Easter for yourself
Read the book of John in the Bible and this article:
www.everystudent.com/features/faith. htm I

http://bit.ly/cu-meetprof

The departments are listed as a means to identify the
individual. It does not indicate departmental approval
for this ad.

This ad was paid for by Faculty Commons. It does not necessarily reflect the views of the Tiger.
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